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Abstract: This paper deals with the estimation of propulsive effects for a three-lifting surface tur-
boprop aircraft concept, with rear engine installation at the horizontal tail tips, conceived to carry
up to 130 passengers. This work is focused on how the propulsive system affects the horizontal
tailplane aerodynamics and, consequently, the aircraft’s static stability characteristics using wind
tunnel tests. Both direct and indirect propulsive effects have been estimated. The former produces
moments whose values depend on the distance from the aircraft’s centre of gravity to the thrust lines
and propeller disks. The latter entails a change in the angle of attack and an increment of dynamic
pressure on the tailplane. Several tests were also performed on the body-empennage configuration
to investigate the propulsive effects on the aircraft’s static stability without the appearance of any
aerodynamic interference phenomena, especially from the canard. The output of the experimental
campaign reveals a beneficial effect of the propulsive effects on the aircraft’s longitudinal stability,
with an increase in the stability margin of about 2.5% and a reduction in the directional stability
derivative of about 4%, attributed to the different induced drag contributions of the two horizontal
tail semi-planes. Moreover, the rolling moment coefficient experiences a greater variation due to
the propulsion depending on the propeller rotation direction. The outcomes of this paper allow the
enhancement of the technical readiness level for the considered aircraft, giving clear indications about
the feasibility of the aircraft configuration.

Keywords: Innovative turbopROp; wind tunnel tests; three-lifting surface; experimental aerodynam-
ics; aircraft design; propeller slipstream

1. Introduction

Market scenarios and environmental requirements have brought aircraft manufac-
turers and research institutes to investigate non-conventional, innovative configurations
for more efficient transport aircraft. Remarkable examples are represented by the blended
wing body layout [1,2] and the box wing [3–5] configurations. Another interesting concept
is based on introducing a third lifting surface, the canard, ahead of the main conventional
wing-tail arrangement, a concept known as the Three-Surface Aircraft (TSA) configura-
tion [6–10]. The advantages and challenges of the TSA concept have been widely assessed
during the last two decades. Early investigations were addressed to evaluate induced as
well as viscous drag under trimmed conditions [11]. Several wind-tunnel tests have been
performed to produce comparative data between the three-surface, canard-wing, and con-
ventional tailplane configurations [12] and to provide basic aerodynamic data concerning
multi-surface aircraft configurations to assess specific design features for the combination
of a canard, wing, and tailplane to improve aircraft aerodynamic performance [13]. A
business/commuter advanced turboprop design has been recently investigated using a
wind tunnel test, demonstrating that a three-surface layout with aft-mounted engines can
achieve greater longitudinal stability, a reduced wing aerodynamic drag, and up to 20%
increase in centre-of-gravity range with respect to a conventional wing-tail layout [14].
Trade-off studies and canard optimisation in a three-lifting-surface transport aircraft by
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means of both numerical simulations and wind tunnel tests have shown promising results
in terms of fuel savings [6].

A renewed interest in the three-lifting surface configuration has been generated by
a recent research project named IRON, which has assessed the feasibility study of a high-
capacity turboprop aircraft [15]. The investigation of different configurations, including
the TSA, showed that the three-lifting-surface layout is a design solution that could po-
tentially help to reduce the environmental impact of regional aircraft with respect to the
current state-of-the-art regional jets. The design of a large-capacity turboprop aircraft
(increasing the number of passengers from 70 to 130–150) leads to heavier aircraft, with a
larger wing area, increased wingspan, and, in turn, larger propellers. As shown in [15], a
new turboprop aircraft configuration should be characterised by a rear-mounted engine
installation, enabling an extended laminar flow region on the wing to improve the overall
aerodynamic efficiency and reducing the cabin noise owing to the propulsive plant far from
the passengers’ cabin.

The exploitation of the aft engine installation was already explored in the early 1980s
by Douglas Aircraft Company. They performed a feasibility study about the design modifi-
cation of the DC-9 (with a seating capacity of 155-165 pax) with aft-mounted propellers,
aiming at increasing the fuel efficiency with respect to the turbofan-powered baseline
aircraft. The aft propeller installation was favourable in terms of potential fuel savings,
although it was also found that further investigations were needed to demonstrate these
savings along with adequate stability and handling qualities [16].

The installation of propellers on a lifting surface, such as the horizontal tailplane,
results in strong aero-propulsive effects. Interactions between propellers and wings have
been assessed in the case of wing-tip installation in [17], whereas the impact in terms of
stability and control has been investigated in [18]. Recent works dealt with the slipstream
effects that must be taken into account in the preliminary sizing of the horizontal empen-
nage to ensure the trim capabilities of and sufficient static stability in the whole range of the
centre of gravity excursion [19]. The impact the propellers have on both the longitudinal
stabiliser and the elevator aerodynamics has been assessed by means of numerical and
experimental wind tunnel tests, highlighting the fact that the aerodynamic interaction of
the tail-tip installed propellers and the tail itself leads to a 20% variation in the tail lift curve
slope and elevator effectiveness [20–22].

How can a propeller affect the aerodynamics of a lifting surface? A propeller can be
defined as a rotating fluid machine capable of providing thrust to an aircraft by converting
the mechanical energy from the engine into kinetic energy. Each propeller blade cross-
section is an airfoil generating thrust in the same way that a wing airfoil produces lift [23].
Propellers as a whole generate thrust by changing momentum into a streamtube flowing
through the propeller disk area. In this perspective, an attractive way to represent the
propeller is the concept of an advancing rotating wing that produces a helical vortex system
as sketched in Figure 1.

Slipstream tube

Root vortex

Rolled up
vortex system

Blade vortex sheet

ω

V∞

Figure 1. Vortex system and slipstream tube behind a propeller.

The vortex wake behind the propeller tends to deform and to roll up, producing
the so-called slipstream tube in which there are strong gradients of several aerodynamic
quantities—i.e., axial velocity and swirl velocity profiles, total and static pressure distribu-
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tions, vorticity, helicity, and wake contraction. Numerical and experimental investigations
have demonstrated that the propeller-wing interaction effects, in the case of a tractor–
propeller configuration, resulted in drag reduction [24–26]. This can be explained given
that the propeller swirl produces regions of upwash and downwash on a lifting surface
affected by the propeller slipstream. The region of the wing laying in the upwash region
is affected by a local increase in the angle of attack leading to an increase in the local lift
coefficient. Furthermore, the force vector is tilted forward with a positive lift and negative
drag component or thrust, as sketched for section A-A of Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Local forces on a wing section inside the propeller slipstream: upwash region (section A-A)
and downwash region (section B-B).

If the wing is located in the downwash region of the propeller, the local angle of
attack decreases, resulting in a reduction in the local lift coefficient, and the force vector is
tilted backwards, producing a negative lift component and a negative drag component, see
section B-B of Figure 2. It is the so-called recover swirl, since the negative component of the
drag—that is, thrust—reduces the swirl losses. Generally speaking, for finite wings, the lift
loading is greater inboard than outboard, causing greater drag reductions for inboard-up
rotating propellers compared to outboard-up rotating propellers. Since loading gradients
are generally stronger near the wing tip, the positive effect of the propeller slipstream in
terms of drag reduction will be greater when propellers are placed at the wing tip [27].

Two other effects that must be considered are the changes of axial velocity and swirl
in the propeller slipstream impacting the wing aerodynamic behaviour. The lifting surface
regions lying inside the propeller slipstream experience greater dynamic pressures due
to the higher axial velocities. A propeller at a zero angle of attack has an axisymmetric
flow field. However, the axial velocity changes in the radial direction; thus, the increase
in dynamic pressure depends on the vertical position of the propeller with respect to the
wing. Contrary to this, the effect of the tangential velocity in the slipstream is asymmetrical,
producing an increase or a decrease in the local angles of attack depending on whether
the blade is going upward or downward in front of the wing. When the aerodynamic
coefficients are calculated with respect to the free stream conditions, the net result on the
wing lift will be positive due to increased dynamic pressure on both sides of the propeller
axis [26]. The effect of the propeller’s slipstream on the wing spanwise loading is sketched
in Figure 3.

In the case of rear engines installed on the horizontal tail, there are some relevant
differences with respect to a conventional wing-mounted configuration. Tail-mounted
propellers act on a lifting surface with a reduced aspect ratio, and the propeller diameter
is relatively large compared with the tail span. Moreover, in the specific case of a tail-tip
installation, a complex interaction between the tail tip-vortex and the propeller slipstream
will occur. This interaction is even more complex considering that the tail is required
to produce lift force in both negative and positive directions by changing the elevator
deflection, which affects the tail loading distribution [20].
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Figure 3. Effects of propeller slipstream on wing loading.

Generally speaking, the propellers installed at wing tips should be counter-rotating,
inboard-up to increase the efficiency of the wing-propeller interactions [28], but commer-
cial propeller-driven aircraft are generally provided with co-rotating propellers for cost
reasons [16]. Thus, if the latter is also the case for tail-mounted propeller aircraft, the
asymmetry in the loading distribution on the tailplane should be addressed.

The propeller slipstream can also affect the aircraft’s directional stability and control,
especially in case one engine is inoperative. In that case, an asymmetrical flow field
exists on the vertical tail, receiving an increased dynamic pressure on only one of its sides.
Moreover, the sidewash in the case of one engine being inoperative will be greater when
the inboard-up engine is the operative one [29]. The main reason for the sideforce is the
asymmetric lift distribution created over the vertical tail. The swirl and the increased axial
velocity behind the propeller cause a large amount of additional lift on the side where the
propeller blade moves upwards due to the local change in the angle of attack, creating
a strong trailing vortex. The large asymmetric spanwise lift distribution over the wing–
fuselage combination causes a greater downwash on one side of the aircraft. This increased
downwash causes a circulation around the fuselage, which in turn changes the incoming
flow at the vertical tail, creating a side force [23,30].

The generation of the asymmetric lift distribution for an inboard-up and outboard-
up propeller and the effect on the vertical tail are sketched in Figure 4. The inboard-up
rotating propeller generates a peak in lift coefficient closer to the fuselage. This causes the
circulation around the fuselage to be greater. For this reason, the outboard-up engine is the
critical engine: if it fails, the largest adverse yawing moment on the aircraft is generated.
To compensate for it, a large rudder deflection is required. If the inboard-up engine fails, a
much smaller rudder deflection is required since the crossflow caused by the slipstream of
the operating engine is weaker.

In general, all the effects coming from the slipstream interaction with aircraft com-
ponents are defined as indirect effects. On the contrary, direct effects are related to the
aerodynamic forces exerted by and on the propeller: the thrust T and the normal force
N. The latter is orthogonal to the thrust line, and it is generated in non-axial flows. As a
side product, both thrust and normal force produce aerodynamic moments on the aircraft,
whose values depend on the distance of the aircraft’s centre of gravity to the propulsive
forces lines of action. Although direct effects may be predicted with methods identified in
the literature [31–33], indirect effects are of the same order of magnitude, but much more
difficult to estimate.

The aim of this paper is the experimental assessment of both direct and indirect
propulsive effects on the stability characteristics of the IRON three-lifting surface aircraft
configuration with rear-mounted engines [15,34,35]. Notwithstanding the complexity of
scaling the propeller slipstream effects, the experimental apparatus has been set up to
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attempt the matching of the propeller’s thrust coefficient CT for a few representative flight
conditions.

Figure 4. Effects of propeller slipstream on vertical tail due to the wing loading distributions caused
by inboard-up and outboard-up rotations.

This work is focused on the prediction of the impact the propulsive system has
on the horizontal tailplane aerodynamics and, consequently, the aircraft static stability
characteristics in an innovative large turboprop aircraft design characterised by three-
lifting surfaces. The investigation is complicated by the interference effects among aircraft
components, in particular by the effects of the combined downwash coming from both
canard and wing, and of their wakes on the empennage aerodynamics. Very poor data
are available in the literature concerning a three-lifting surface configuration for a high-
capacity passenger aircraft with and without the propulsive effects. The innovation of
this work is properly intended in this direction. It provides an experimental evaluation
of the aerodynamic characteristics of a three-lifting surface turboprop aircraft, including
propulsive effects, and it represents an important dowel towards the demonstration of
the technical feasibility of such an innovative configuration. In particular, the outcomes
of this paper allow the enhancement of the technical readiness level of the considered
aircraft, giving clear indications on several aspects concerning propulsive effects and their
interaction with the interference effects among the lifting surfaces and their effect on
aircraft stability.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the experimen-
tal apparatus and the propulsive system used to perform the wind tunnel test campaign.
Section 3 shows the main achievements in assessing the propellers, slipstream effects on
fuselage and empennage configuration. Isolated fuselage and empennage have been con-
sidered to isolate the propulsive effects, avoiding as much as possible any other interference
issue coming from other aircraft components—i.e., the canard wake and vortex system. In
Section 4, the impact the propellers have on the complete aircraft configuration is shown,
highlighting how, in this particular three-lifting surface arrangement, the canard wake and
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tip vortexes have a deep interaction with the propeller slipstream. Finally, in Section 5,
some conclusions are drawn.

2. Propulsive System For Wind Tunnel Test

The design of a propulsive system for wind tunnel tests on a scaled model involves
several aspects to properly reproduce the physical behaviour. To achieve thrust similarity,
the propeller thrust and torque coefficients of the scaled model must be the same as the
full-scale aircraft. Ideally, to achieve complete thrust similarity, both the propeller axial and
tangential factors should be matched with their full-scale values. Practically, this is almost
impossible, especially for the latter. In fact, propellers should be geometrically similar and
operate at the same advanced ratio [36]—that is, the propeller should be investigated at
full scale.

Unfortunately, in this case, the aircraft does not exist yet, and therefore, the full-scale
propeller geometry is not available. Moreover, the propeller blade Reynolds number should
be very close to the full-scale value, while on the scaled model, the flow speed of the wind
tunnel is limited by the maximum power available to the fan or the maximum load tolerated
by the strain gauge balance.

For all the above reasons, the axial and rotational flow speeds were scaled differently:
the propeller advance ratio J and the thrust coefficient CT were the same for the full-scale
aircraft, whereas the torque and the power coefficients CQ and CP of the scaled propeller
were not matched. Consequently, the swirl and the induced angle of attack distribution
due to the rotation of the scaled propeller may be different from those generated by the
full-scale item.

However, as the objective of the wind tunnel test campaign was the evaluation of
propulsive effects on aircraft stability characteristics, it was decided to attempt to match
the thrust coefficient CT for a few representative flight conditions. Details of the propeller
design are given in [37]. A drawing of the propeller’s planform is given in Figure 5, whereas
its characteristics measured in the wind tunnel are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Planform of the propeller model for wind tunnel testings [37]. Units in mm.
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Figure 6. Isolated propeller characteristics from wind tunnel measurements [37].

Wind Tunnel Instrumentation

Some notes on the wind tunnel hardware and mechanical system used for tests are
here reported. The wind tunnel model of the aeroplane was manufactured using aluminium
alloy, through CNC machining. It had a scale ratio of 1:25 with a wing span of 1.50 m, a
mean aerodynamic chord of about 0.13 m, and a fuselage length of about 1.52 m. Figure 7
illustrates the main geometric characteristics of the scaled model. Wind tunnel tests were
performed at an average wind tunnel speed of 35 m/s, with a Reynolds number evaluated
on the mean aerodynamic chord of about 315,000. To replicate the boundary layer of the
full-scale aircraft, two layers of zig-zag strips were installed to promote flow transition.
Specifically, strips were at 5% of the local chord for lifting surfaces (wing, horizontal and
vertical tail) and on the fuselage nose at 10% of body length.

Figure 7. IRON scaled model with the main balance, motors, and propellers. Motor supporting frame
not represented. Units in mm.

The scaled propulsive system was supported by a frame with a narrow box under
each motor containing the Electronic Speed Controller (ESC), two orthogonal S-shaped
load cells to measure propeller thrust and normal force, and a custom printed circuit board
to power the sensors and provide signal conditioning.

The load cells dedicated to the motors were 10 kg full-scale with 2.0 mV/V nomi-
nal sensitivity providing a resolution of about 0.2 N. The ESC was an air-cooled MGM
Compro HBC-series with 2048-bit resolution and a maximum operating voltage of 63 V.
A temperature sensor and an RPM counter were installed directly on each motor case.
Data acquisition and motor control were performed with a National Instruments USB-6341
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board. The power supply was provided by four 12 V 54 Ah lead batteries that generated
a constant voltage for a reasonable amount of time and absorbed power in the case of
propeller braking. The frequency of the data acquisition and motor control system was set
to 3000 Hz with a buffer of 1000 samples. This means that at 9000 RPM the system acquired
20 revolutions of the propellers while making three average measurements per second. A
scheme of the system is given in Figure 8.

It was decided to separate the propulsive system from the aircraft model to avoid
eventual vibrations on the main balance. However, the motors were located sufficiently
close to the aircraft. The model balance measured the indirect propulsive effect, while the
load cells installed on the motors’ supporting frame measured propeller thrust and normal
forces only. This supporting frame provided clamps for the motors as well as housing for
the ESC and the load cells. The motors moved along three orthogonal axes and rotated
about the local pitch axis, following the different attitudes of the aircraft. This operation
was manually performed with the wind tunnel off.

Figure 8. Scheme of the wind tunnel system for propulsive tests.

Undeniably, one of the principal characteristics of the system just described is compact-
ness. Figure 9 illustrates the concept. It is possible to see the electronics for motor control
and propulsive data acquisition, as well as the two orthogonal S-beam cells measuring
thrust and normal forces.

Figure 9. Details of electronics for data acquisition of the propulsive forces and signal conditioning
for motor control.

The wind speed in the test section was calculated by the measurements of the dynamic
pressure made through a Venturi system equipped with 4 static pressure probes located
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at the side faces of the first and last section of the convergent segment of the tunnel.
A pressure transducer with a 2500 Pa full-scale and a 3 Pa accuracy measured the static
pressure variation between these sections, providing the dynamic pressure ahead of the
test chamber. From the measurement of the dynamic pressure and the estimation of the air
density by means of a temperature probe, the flow velocity in the test section was finally
calculated. The angle of attack was measured with the mono-axial tilt sensor CrossBow
CXTA01, which has an accuracy of 0.05° and a range from −75° to 75°. The sideslip angle
was measured by a linear potentiometer whose installation provided an accuracy of 0.1°
and a range from −15° to 25°.

The measurement of the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the scaled model
was made with internal strain gauge balances, mounted on a string also supporting the
whole model, with the sensible part located within the fuselage. Two tri-axial balances—one
measuring lift, drag, and pitching moment, the other measuring sideforce, yawing moment,
and rolling moment—made of aluminium alloy 2024-T3 were used. Table 1 summarises
the full-scale readings and the maximum errors per axis for the internal balances.

Table 1. Strain gauge balances characteristics.

Force/Moment Max. Error Full-Scale Value

Lift 0.03 kgf (0.06%) 80 kgf
Drag 0.02 kgf (0.10%) 20 kgf
Pitching moment 0.02 kgf m (0.10%) 20 kgf m
Side force 0.02 kgf (0.10%) 20 kgf
Yawing moment 0.02 kgf m (0.10%) 20 kgf m
Rolling moment 0.02 kgf m (0.10%) 20 kgf m

To evaluate the repeatability of the measurements and to quantify the spread in test
data, in Table 2, the statistics concerning five tests on the same model configuration—Wing-
Body (WB)—have been reported. Standard deviation (SD) values are shown for the lift,
drag, and pitching moment coefficients. As concerns uncertainty in the yawing moment
coefficient, data have been reported in Table 3 for the complete aircraft configuration, that
is, Wing–Body–Horizontal–Vertical–Canard (WBHVC). Repeatability data for the load cells
dedicated to the measurements of the propulsive forces are presented in Table 4.

Table 2. Uncertainty in measurements of lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients. WB configura-
tion. Test conditions: V∞ = 35 m/s, Re = 315,000 at β = 0°.

α CL CD CM
±0.1° Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

−0.10 0.457 1.21% 0.0555 0.24% −0.2079 0.58%
0.81 0.541 1.14% 0.0580 0.29% −0.2052 0.62%
3.88 0.803 0.83% 0.0703 0.35% −0.1857 0.53%
5.91 0.952 0.59% 0.0817 0.34% −0.1636 0.50%

Table 3. Uncertainty in measurements of yawing moment coefficient. WBHVC configuration. Test
conditions: V∞ = 35 m/s, Re = 315,000 at α = 0°.

β CN
±0.1° Mean SD

0.0 −0.0023 0.05%
4.1 0.0067 0.08%
6.2 0.0114 0.08%
8.1 0.0152 0.08%
9.9 0.0175 0.10%
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Table 4. Uncertainty in measurements of standalone propeller forces. Test conditions: V∞ = 35 m/s,
α = 4°, β = 0°.

J Axial Force, N Normal Force, N
±0.01 Mean SD Mean SD

1.60 4.101 0.036 0.756 0.099
1.80 3.098 0.048 0.657 0.076
2.00 2.220 0.109 0.585 0.062
2.20 1.467 0.148 0.540 0.057
2.40 0.839 0.166 0.523 0.060
2.60 0.336 0.160 0.533 0.071
2.80 −0.041 0.133 0.571 0.091
3.00 −0.293 0.084 0.635 0.120

3. Propulsive Effects On The Horizontal Stabiliser

In this section, the key results concerning direct and indirect effects brought by the
propeller slipstream on an innovative three-lifting surface high-capacity turboprop will be
shown and discussed.

On a three-lifting surface aircraft, there is a strong coupling between the wakes and
vortex systems coming from the wings. On the innovative configuration investigated
in this work, this interaction is exacerbated by the reduced vertical stagger between the
three wings. To minimise the effects of different wakes and their mutual interference
on propulsive effects’ measurement, the initial focus was on the configuration with the
fuselage and empennage only. The effects of propeller rotation were also investigated.

3.1. Propulsive Effects on the BHV Configuration

The key objective of this research work is the assessment of the propeller slipstream
impact on the aircraft’s longitudinal static stability to ensure that non-detrimental effects
are introduced by the rear-engine installation. Several tests have been fulfilled on the
Body–Horizontal–Vertical tail (BHV) configuration to analyse the propulsive effects on
the tailplane without any additional interference phenomena coming, especially from the
canard. In this respect, the comparison has been carried out between a power-on condition
and a configuration without propellers, but still with the supporting frame (power-off).
Figure 10 shows the analysed configurations.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Body-Horizontal-Vertical tail configuration tested in wind tunnel: (a) power-off BHV
configuration; (b) power-on BHV configuration.
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Scaled propeller data have been derived assuming reliable values for the full-scale en-
gine thrust and rotational rate. Thrust similarity was achieved by matching the alternative
thrust coefficient TC [36]:

TC =
T

ρ∞V2
∞D2 (1)

where ρ∞ is the air density, V∞ is the airspeed, and D is the propeller diameter.
In Table 5, the scaled engine deck is summarised in terms of propeller coefficients,

thrust, and power. The thrust coefficient TC has already been defined above. The other
variables are the standard Renard coefficients [37], rotational rate, thrust, and power. The
selected operating points are representative of an average climb condition.

Table 5. Scaled engine deck for power-on wind tunnel tests—average climb conditions at 5000 ft.

J CT CP ηp TC RPM T (N) P (W)

1.46 0.59 1.13 0.77 0.28 9801 8.8 403
1.95 0.48 1.15 0.81 0.12 7351 4.0 174

However, during the tests, as with other similar experimental campaigns [22], it was
found that the experimental apparatus was not able to provide the required power to reach
the thrust corresponding to the most demanding operating points (9800 RPM). By the way,
a meaningful value of TC was still achieved, with a rotating speed about 1000 RPM lower
than the target value, with an advance ratio J about 10% higher.

Two different propeller rotation directions were tested, see Figure 11. In the contra-
rotating condition, both propellers rotate in the so-called Inboard-Up (IU) direction. In
this condition, the inner tail sections impinged by the propeller slipstream will experience
higher local induced angles in a symmetrical way, if no sidewash is present. Conversely,
in the case of co-rotating propellers, the two horizontal stabilisers will experience an
asymmetrical condition, in particular, the right half-tail will produce more lift than the
left one.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Considered propeller rotation for the power-on experimental tests: (a) contra-rotating
Inboard-Up (IU) propellers rotation; (b) co-rotating (CR) propellers rotation.

Figures 12 and 13 show the overall effects of the propulsion on the pitching moment
and lift coefficient, respectively, for the contra-rotating (IU) propellers. In this case, the
propulsion affected the longitudinal stability contribution of the tailplane as well as its lift
capabilities. At the same angle of attack in the power-off condition, the tail was producing
more lift because of the higher dynamic pressure brought by the propeller slipstream. The
increased tail lift led to a greater negative pitching moment coefficient, which means greater
longitudinal stability. The higher the RPM, the stronger the propeller blowing.
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Figure 12. Global propulsive effects (direct and indirect) on the pitching moment coefficient curves
for two engine design points and power-off conditions, Re = 315,000, XCG at LE MAC, IU rotation at
two RPM settings.
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Figure 13. Global propulsive effects (direct and indirect) on the lift coefficient curves for two engine
design points and power-off conditions, Re = 315,000, IU rotation at two RPM settings.

A summary of the overall propulsive effect on BHV lift and pitching moment coeffi-
cient slopes is provided in Table 6. Both the direct and indirect effect of the propulsion led
to an increase in the lift curve slope, which was 14% higher with respect to the power-off
condition, whereas the pitching moment slope was increased by 21% (considering the
maximum achievable RPM = 8750).

Table 6. Global (direct and indirect) propulsive effects on lift and pitching moment coefficient curve
slope, BHV aircraft configuration, Re = 315,000, CG at LE MAC.

Derivative Power-off Power-on Power-on ∆ Power-on/off

(deg−1) 7350 RPM 8750 RPM (w.r.t. 8750
RPM)

CMαBHV
−0.081 −0.093 −0.098 21%

CLαBHV
0.033 0.037 0.038 14%

However, as discussed in Section 1, the propulsive effects are the sum of the direct
effects, measured by the load cells in the box under the electric motors and, therefore,
decoupled from the wind tunnel balance, and the indirect effects, due to the local variation
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of dynamic pressure and angle of attack, which were measured by the internal strain gauge
balance. For the sake of clarity and scientific purposes, it is worth breaking down the
overall propulsive effects between the direct and indirect effects.

Charts in Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the indirect effects of the propeller slipstream on
the BHV lift and pitching moment coefficients, respectively. In these comparisons, none of
the measured propeller forces (thrust and normal force) has been included in the calculation
of the coefficients. Table 7 reports the numerical breakdown of the lift and pitching moment
coefficients at different angles of attack.
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Figure 14. Indirect propulsive effect on the lift coefficient, Re = 315,000, IU rotation at two RPM settings.
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Figure 15. Indirect propulsive effect on the lift coefficient, Re = 315,000, XCG at LE MAC, IU rotation
at two RPM settings.

Table 7. Direct and indirect propeller effects breakdown, BHV aircraft configuration, Re = 315,000,
XCG at LE MAC, 8750 RPM (IU).

Power Off Power on Power on Propeller Forces
(No Propellers) (Indirect Effects) (Overall Effects) (at 8750 RPM)

AoA
(deg.) CL CMcg CL CMcg CL CMcg T (N) N (N)

0.04 −0.003 0.045 0.029 −0.059 0.049 −0.159 3.908 1.213
4.06 0.118 −0.256 0.153 −0.382 0.185 −0.519 3.994 1.914
8.07 0.265 −0.608 0.307 −0.760 0.353 −0.942 4.128 2.768

Propeller disk is placed at X = 0.378 m and Z = 0.070 m from the LE of the MAC.
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Table 8 provides for a clear split between direct and indirect effects. The indirect
effects linked to the propeller slipstream provided for a lift curve slope increase of about
6% that, in turn, was almost linearly converted into tailplane contribution to aircraft
longitudinal stability; in fact, the pitching moment coefficient slope increased by 7%. Most
of the contribution to changes in the longitudinal stability was introduced by the direct
propeller’s contribution to the lift and pitching moment coefficient.

To sum up briefly, tests have confirmed the beneficial effect of the propulsion on
longitudinal stability, with a 21% increase in the longitudinal stability derivative CMα .

Table 8. Breakdown of direct and indirect propulsive effects on lift and pitching moment coefficient
curve slope, BHV aircraft configuration, experimental results, Re = 315,000, 8750 RPM (IU), XCG at
LE MAC.

Derivative (deg−1) Power-Off Indirect Effects Direct + Indirect
Effects

CMαBHV
−0.081 −0.087 (+7%) −0.098 (+21%)

CLαBHV
0.033 0.035 (+6%) 0.038 (+14%)

3.2. Influence Of Propeller Rotation Direction

As demonstrated by Dimchev [38] and by Van Arnhem et al. [21], the direction of
propeller rotation may affect the tailplane aerodynamics due to a different induced angle
distribution. An Outboard-Up (OU) rotation resolves into a lower value of lift force
generated when compared with the case of an Inboard-Up (IU) rotation. In fact, for an IU
rotation, the tip-mounted propeller introduces positive angles of attack on the tailplane,
resulting in a higher lift coefficient on both tailplane semi-spans. Conversely, for an OU
rotation, the induced angles of attack are negative. Alternatively, for the Co-Rotating (CR)
case, a positive angle of attack is induced on the left half tailplane and a negative for the
right half.

The available experimental set-up allowed for testing a different propeller rotation, in
particular a Co-Rotating (CR) configuration, in which the right propeller has an Inboard-Up
(IU) rotation, as is shown in Figure 11b.

Test results highlighted a difference of about 2% in the pitching moment coefficient
of the BHV layout between the IU and CR configurations, whereas 1% was the difference
between the lift curve slopes in IU and CR conditions, as reported in Table 9.

The observed behaviour is aligned with similar experimental investigations [21,38].
The overall effect on the global lift and pitching moment coefficient differs between the IU
and the CR rotation because of the different distribution of the induced angles of attack on
the two horizontal tailplane halves. In the case of CR rotation, the left half of the horizontal
tailplane generates a weaker lift force with respect to the right one, and the total value is
lower than the IU configuration. In the investigated case study, differences between the IU
and CR rotation are quite low since the propellers have been specifically designed to match
the thrust coefficient of a full-scale rotor, favouring the generation of an axial induction to
replicate the swirl behind the propeller.

Table 9. Effect of propeller rotation on overall (direct + indirect) propulsive effects on lift and pitching
moment coefficient curve slope, BHV aircraft configuration, experimental results, Re = 315,000, RPM
8750, XCG at LE MAC.

Derivative (deg−1) Power-Off Power-On (IU) Power-On (CR)

CMαBHV
−0.081 −0.098 (+21%) −0.096 (+19%)

CLαBHV
0.033 0.038 (+14%) 0.037 (+13%)
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4. Propulsive Effects On The Complete Aircraft Configuration

Both direct and indirect propeller effects were assessed in the previous section by
investigating the BHV configuration minimising all potential interference with other aircraft
components. Co-rotating and contra-rotating propeller rotations were tested. The contra-
rotating propellers were considered in order to magnify the slipstream effects by producing
a symmetrical lift loading variation on both the horizontal tail semi-spans.

In general, co-rotating propellers are the most common scenario for real, full-scale
aircraft. Counter-rotating propellers could balance the negative effects of torque and P-
factor [31], meaning that a twin-engine aircraft would not have a critical engine in case
of engine failure. Despite this advantage, to reverse the rotation of one propeller in a
counter-rotating arrangement, there is the need for an additional reversing gearbox or the
engines themselves must be adapted to run in opposite directions. The latter practically
means having two engine designs, one with left-turning and the other with right-turning
parts, which complicates manufacturing and increases maintenance costs.

In this section, the propulsive effects have been evaluated on the complete aircraft
configuration, see Figure 16, assuming Co-Rotating (CR) propellers. Since propellers on
most conventional twin-engine aircraft spin clockwise (as viewed from behind the engine),
the assumed condition was exactly the one sketched in Figure 11b.

Figure 16. Aircraft complete configuration with electric motors.

4.1. Propulsive Effects On The Complete Aircraft Longitudinal Stability

The key objective of this section was the evaluation of the propeller slipstream impact
on the longitudinal static stability of the complete aircraft. To this end, a restrained range
of angles of attack going from −2 to 4 degrees has been investigated, being the typical
range where the aerodynamic characteristics are supposed to be linear. Figure 17 show
both direct and indirect effects in terms of lift curve, whereas the impact on the aircraft
pitching moment is highlighted by the chart of Figure 18. As already shown by authors
in [39], the canard wake was impinging the tailplane at low angles of attack, causing a large
downwash and dynamic pressure loss. By increasing the angle of attack, the canard wake
crossed the horizontal stabiliser, as highlighted by the simple flow visualisation illustrated
in Figure 19. The addition of the third lifting surface—the canard— led to a non-linear
behaviour of the pitching moment coefficient. As it can be appreciated in Figure 18, the
pitching moment coefficient of the power-off condition was not linear over the entire range
of investigated angles of attack. Thus, to minimise the non-linear effects due to the canard
wake and its downwash on the tail aerodynamics, both the lift and the pitching moment
coefficient slopes have been estimated in the range of angles of attack going from 2 to 4
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degrees for both the power-off and power-on conditions. The breakdown between the
indirect and overall propulsive effects is summarised in Table 10.

By looking at the derivatives of Table 10, in the complete aircraft configuration, the
propulsive indirect effects affected the lift slightly more than the stability characteristic. It
is worth remarking that the measured forces and moments were made through a unique
internal strain gauge balance; thus, the presented coefficients report the propulsive effects
on the overall configuration’s aerodynamics. Notwithstanding the higher increase in the
lift than in the pitching moment, and considering the reduced stagger between the wing
and the propellers, it was the authors’ opinion that the propellers were also slightly altering
the flow conditions on the wing.

Table 11 provides a breakdown of the direct and indirect effects on lift and pitching
moment for all the tested angles of attack as well as the average measurements of the
propeller forces. Referring to the chart of Figure 18, it is interesting to highlight that the
propellers were reducing the non-linear effects by ingesting the wakes coming from the
wing and from the canard. If, on the one hand, the latter was a beneficial effect, on the
other, the propellers were working in a non-uniform flow.
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Figure 17. Indirect and direct propulsive effects on lift coefficient curves, experimental results,
Re = 315,000, (CR) RPM 8750, XCG at LE MAC.
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results, Re = 315,000, (CR) RPM 8750, XCG at LE MAC.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Displacement of the canard wake with respect to the horizontal tailplane: visualisation
test through wool yarns: (a) α = 2°; (b) α = 6°.

Table 10. Breakdown of direct and indirect propulsive effects on lift and pitching moment coefficient
curve slope, complete aircraft configuration, experimental results. Re = 315,000, RPM = 8750 (CR),
XCG at LE MAC.

Derivative (deg−1) Power-Off Indirect Effects Direct + Indirect
Effects

CMαAC
−0.0210 −0.0214 (+2%) −0.0251 (+20%)

CLαAC
0.121 0.124 (+3%) 0.127 (+5%)

Considered range of angle of attack: 2–4 degrees.

Table 11. Direct and indirect propeller effects breakdown, on the complete aircraft configuration,
Re = 315,000, XCG at LE MAC, 8750 RPM (CR).

Power Off Power On Power On Propeller Forces
(No Propellers) (Indirect Effects) (Overall Effects)

AoA
(deg.) CL CMcg CL CMcg CL CMcg T (N) N (N)

−2.22 0.152 0.267 0.144 0.2982 0.149 0.256 3.809 0.093
−0.09 0.378 0.258 0.376 0.2793 0.391 0.193 3.548 0.939
2.00 0.602 0.230 0.604 0.2441 0.622 0.150 3.525 1.118
4.05 0.850 0.186 0.859 0.1975 0.882 0.099 3.848 1.225

Propeller disk is placed at X = 0.378 m and Z = 0.070 m from the LE of the MAC.

Figure 20 shows a qualitative representation of the possible interference effects on the
innovative aircraft configuration under investigation:

• asymmetric thrust distribution due to wing and canard wakes impinging the pro-
pellers’ disks

• horizontal tailplane load varying with propeller load due to the flow swirl inducing
vertical velocities at the tail

• different propellers thrust and normal force, even with identical propulsive units, due
to the above-mentioned aerodynamic effects.
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Figure 20. A qualitative sketch of aero-propulsive interactions on the IRON innovative aircraft.

The detrimental effects on the propeller’s performance due to the aforementioned
effects are clearly outlined by the comparison of the propeller forces shown in Table 11, in
the case of the complete aircraft configuration, with the values reported in Table 7 for the
BHV configuration. An average loss of about 7% in thrust has been estimated, whereas the
average normal force is reduced by 59%. The latter highlights how the flow field investing
the propellers disk was affected by the downwash from the wing and especially from the
canard. This downwash reduces the net incidence angles at the propeller disks, letting the
propellers work in an almost axial flow condition.

4.2. Propulsive Effects On Complete Aircraft Lateral-Directional Stability

Several tests have been also performed to investigate the propulsive effects on lateral
and directional stability on the complete aircraft configuration. In this respect, the yawing
moment coefficient, CN , and the rolling moment coefficient, CL, are defined as the moment
around the vertical (Z-axis) and the longitudinal (X-axis) of a reference system having its
origin in the aircraft centre of gravity. The aim of these experimental tests was to estimate
the stability derivatives, CNβ

and CLβ
, quantifying the effect the propulsion has on these

aerodynamic characteristics. Regarding the power-on conditions, the Co-Rotating (CR)
propellers were still considered power-on conditions. It is worth highlighting that the avail-
able measurement system for this experimental investigation was not capable of measuring
any side force (CYp ) produced by the propellers. Thus, concerning directional and lateral
stability characteristics, the direct propeller effects could not be assessed. However, the per-
formed experimental tests still provided some interesting scientific results concerning the
propeller slipstream effects on the aircraft’s lateral and directional stability characteristics.

The first effect that could be highlighted dealt with the aircraft rolling moment coeffi-
cient. Referring to the chart of Figure 21, it is possible to appreciate that the rolling moment
derivative was increased in the power-on conditions. In the considered power-on tests, the
right propeller was spinning in an Inboard-Up rotation, whereas the left propeller had an
Outboard-Up rotation, the different rotating directions caused a lift imbalance between
the right and the left tail semi-spans. In fact, the right tail region affected by the propeller
slipstream was experiencing higher angles of attack, on the contrary, the same tail portion
on the left tail span was affected by a local incidence angle reduction. Since the tailplane at
low angles of attack was producing a downforce due to the downwash from the wing and
canard, the right tail was producing a lower downforce than the left one, with a consequent
increase in the aircraft rolling moment slope with respect to the sideslip angle.
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Figure 21. Indirect propeller slipstream effects on complete aircraft rolling moment coefficient,
experimental results, Re = 315,000, 8750 RPM (CR), XCG at LE MAC, α = 0 deg.

This aerodynamic behavior is qualitatively explained in the chart of Figure 22.

OUTBOARD  UP 
ROTATION

INBOARD UP 
ROTATION

Figure 22. Qualitative explanation of induced rolling moment due to propulsive effects (Co-Rotating
propellers). Due to the propellers rotation, the tail lift distribution and the resultant lift force are
modified. The blue curve and arrows are representative of the lift distribution and resultant force in
in prop-off condition, whereas the red curve and arrows are representative of the prop-on condition.
The green arrow indicates the direction of the resulting rolling moment in prop-on condition.

The other aerodynamic characteristic to be investigated was the yawing moment
coefficient CN and its derivative with respect to the sideslip angles CNβ

. The chart of
Figure 23 shows the comparison between the power-on and the power-off yawing moment
coefficient variation with respect to the sideslip angle. The first aspect that must be here
highlighted is that the directional stability of the complete aircraft exhibits a nonlinear
behaviour in a specific sideslip angle range in both power-off and power-on conditions.

This nonlinear yawing moment variation was, once again, due to the canard wake. In
this particular case, this effect was introduced by the canard tip vortex system, which was
impinging the vertical empennage. As shown by a simple visualization test made through
the application of wool yarns on the canard trailing edge (see Figure 24), the canard tip
vortex system at low sideslip angles was impinging the windward side of the vertical tail,
reducing its capability to produce sideforce. As the sideslip angle increases, the tip vortex
moves across the vertical tail; when it reaches the leeward side of the empennage, the lifting
capabilities of the tail are suddenly recovered. This latter effect occurs at sideslip angles
higher than 10 degrees, as it can be appreciated in the charts of Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Indirect propeller slipstream effects on complete aircraft yawing moment coefficient,
experimental results (Re = 315,000, 8750 RPM (CR), XCG at LE MAC), α = 0 deg.

(a) (b)

Figure 24. Simple canard wake visualisation through wool yarns stitched to the canard trailing edge:
(a) β = 8 deg; (b) β = 10 deg.

A similar phenomenon has also been observed by Agnew et al. in [40] for a three-
surface fighter aircraft. The physical behaviour was similar, notwithstanding the clear
differences in the aircraft configurations. Notwithstanding the aforementioned nonlinear
phenomena, to minimise the impact these effects have on the estimate of the yawing
moment derivative, a range of sidelip angles from zero up to four degrees has been
identified as the most suitable range in which to perform the derivative estimation. A
summary of the indirect propulsive effects is shown in Table 12, where in the considered
range of sideslip angles, both the rolling and the yawing moment coefficient derivatives
are compared in power-off and power-on conditions.

Table 12. Indirect propulsive effects on directional and lateral stability derivatives, experimental
results (Re = 315,000, V = 35 m/s, 8750 RPM (CR), XCG @LE MAC), α = 0 deg.

Power-Off Power-On CR

CNβ
deg−1 0.0022 0.0021 (−4%)

CLβ
deg−1 −0.0048 −0.0050 (+4%)

In contrast with the outcomes of Perkins [31] and Van Arnhem et al. [21], the estimated
directional stability of the aircraft was slightly affected by the propulsion (Figure 23): the
stability derivative CNβ

is even lower for the power-on conditions, as reported in Table 12.
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However, the configurations investigated by Perkins [31] and Van Arnhem et al. [21]
provided for engine installation in different positions with respect to the one considered
for this work (wing-mounted and on the middle of the tailplane, respectively). Probably,
for the configuration investigated in this work, the reduction of yawing moment coefficient
in power-on conditions was the result of different interference phenomena due to propeller
installation and rotating direction. Since, in this particular layout, engines were placed at the
tail tips quite far from the vertical empennage, the propeller’s slipstream did not strongly
impact the vertical fin like the case of a wing or mid-tail mounted engines. Notwithstanding
the positioning and the assumed rotating directions, propellers affected the horizontal
tail drag more, as a consequence of the changes in the lift distribution, rather than of the
pressure field between the two sides of the vertical fin, to generate more sideforce.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigated how the propulsive system affected the horizontal tailplane
aerodynamics and, consequently, the aircraft static stability of a three-lifting surface turbo-
prop aircraft concept, with rear engines installed at the horizontal tail tips. Both direct and
indirect propulsive effects were assessed by means of a wind tunnel test carried out at the
main low-speed facility of the University of Naples “Federico II”.

Firstly, several tests were performed on the body-empennage configuration to inves-
tigate the propulsive effects on the horizontal stabilisers, minimising any aerodynamic
interference phenomena coming especially from the canard. At the same flow condition
of the power-off test, the tail produced more lift thanks to the higher dynamic pressure
brought by the propeller slipstream. The increased tail lift led to a greater negative pitch-
ing moment coefficient, with a consequently higher longitudinal stabilizing effect. This
increment has been estimated equal to 21% in terms of the pitching moment coefficient
derivative with respect to the angle of attack. Additionally, for this kind of configuration,
the propeller rotation direction effect, co-rotating and counter-rotating inboard-up, was
investigated. It was found that in the case of co-rotating direction, the gain in terms of the
pitching moment coefficient was slightly lower than the inboard-up rotation (+19% instead
of +21%). The main reason for this difference lay behind the different distribution of the
induced angles of attack on the two horizontal tailplane halves: in the case of co-rotating
rotation, the left half of the horizontal tailplane generated a weaker lift force with respect to
the right one, and the total value was lower than the inboard-up configuration.

Then, the propeller slipstream impact on the longitudinal static stability of the com-
plete aircraft was evaluated. To this end, the typical range in which the aerodynamic
characteristics were supposed to be linear was investigated. However, to minimise the
nonlinear effects due to the canard wake and its downwash on the tail aerodynamics, the
slope derivatives for both the lift and the pitching moment coefficient were estimated
in the range of angles of attack from two up to four degrees for both the power-off and
power-on conditions.

The output of the experimental campaign on the complete aircraft, confirmed the
beneficial effect of the propulsive effects on the aircraft’s longitudinal stability, with an
increase of 21% in terms of the pitching moment coefficient (which corresponds to a higher
stability margin of about 2.5%), and a 5% higher lift coefficient derivative.

Finally, several tests were also performed to investigate the propulsive effects on
lateral and directional stability of the complete aircraft configuration. Concerning the
lateral stability, the rolling moment derivative was 4% higher in the power-on conditions
due to different rotating directions, which caused a lift imbalance between the right and the
left tail semi-spans (it is important to remember that the investigated direction for complete
aircraft was the co-rotating one, which means that the right propeller spun in an inboard-up
direction, whereas the left propeller spun in outboard-up direction).

As for the longitudinal case, the directional stability analysis was also affected by
the nonlinear effects due to the canard tip wake and its sidewash on the vertical tail
aerodynamics. In fact, the canard tip vortex system at low sideslip angles impinged on
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the windward side of the vertical tail, reducing its capability to produce sideforce. As the
sideslip angle increased, the tip vortex moved across the vertical tail, when it reached the
leeward side of the empennage, the lifting capabilities of the tail were suddenly recovered.
For this reason, a range of sidelip angles from 0 up to 4 degrees has been considered
to perform the derivative estimation. Regarding directional stability, a reduction in the
yawing moment coefficient derivative of about 4% was observed, which could be attributed
to the different drag contributions of the two horizontal tail semi-planes. Probably, this
reduction was due to the propeller installation and rotating direction. Indeed, since in this
particular layout, engines were placed at the tail tips quite far from the vertical empennage,
the propeller’s slipstream did not strongly impact the vertical fin as in the case of wing- or
mid-tail-mounted engines, but they affected the horizontal tail drag more than the pressure
field between the two sides of the vertical fin to generate more side-force.

The authors would like to conclude by saying that the intention of this research
was to perform design activities concerning an innovative regional turboprop. In this
respect, this work is a part of that research, and it represents an important step towards the
demonstration of the technical feasibility of such an innovative configuration. In particular,
the outcomes of this paper allow for the enhancement of the technical readiness level of
the considered aircraft, giving clear indications on several aspects concerning propulsive
effects and their interaction with the interference effects among the lifting surfaces already
investigated in the previous work.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations and symbols are used in this manuscript:

AC Complete aircraft configuration
AoA Angle of Attack
C(·)α

Derivative of the aerodynamic coefficient with respect to α

C(·)β
Derivative of the aerodynamic coefficient with respect to β

CG Center of Gravity
CL Lift coefficient
CL Rolling moment coefficient
CM Pitching moment coefficient with respect of the centre of gravity
CN Yawing moment coefficient
CNC Computer Numerical Control
CP Propeller power coefficient
CQ Propeller torque coefficient
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CR Co-Rotating
CT Propeller thrust coefficient
CYP Propeller sideforce coefficient
ESC Electronic Speed Controller
IRON Innovative turbopROp configuratioN
IU Inboard-Up rotation
J Advance ratio
LE Leading Edge
MAC Mean Aerodynamic Chord
N Propeller normal force
OU Outboard Up rotation
P Power absorbed by electric motors
Re Reynolds number
RPM Round per minutes
T Propeller thrust force
TC Propeller alternative thrust coefficient
TSA Three lifting Surface Aircraft
V∞ Wind tunnel flow speed
XCG Longitudinal position of the CG in fraction of MAC
α Angle of Attack
β Angle of sideslip
ηP Propeller efficiency
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